1. D

2. T The first type of error is that the first “a” tag is not closed after the word friends so the first link closes at the end of the second link. To fix this, the part with “friends <a>” should be:
   
   friends </a>
   
   The second type of error is that the file names do not have closing quotes. “friends.html” and “enemies.html”
   
   The <p> should also be closed, but is a minor error.

3. The NC State Fair will be **Oct. 17-27** in Raleigh.

4. C

5. C

6. B

7. In both code segments, the chicken moves forward. In the second code segment, the chicken orients to the cow before moving forward and then moves in the same direction the cow is facing.

8. a) world.someone is the name of the function. It returns an object.
   b) Boolean
   c) a built-in function
   d) The kangaroo is not wider than the camel.
      OR The camel is wider than the kangaroo or they are the same size.
   e) world.mystery is a method
   f) arguments are 4, and “He is gentle”. You could also list right as an argument.
   g) parameters are number and phrase. You could also list direction as an argument.
   h) turtle.turns returns a number

9. Chicken is dashed line, penguin is bold line, tortoise is skinnier line
10. A) return 40
   B) return 20

11. World.bumpOver
13. A) World.HeightOfTaller

B) Calls
C) world.HeightOfRed

world.heightOfRed [obj] critter1 , [obj] critter2

No variables

If critter1 . color = Red
Return subject = critter1 's height

Else
If critter2 . color = Red
Return subject = critter2 's height

Else
(Do Nothing)

Return 0